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I have extensive experience working in feature film and commercial VFX post-production pipelines, 
having worked on over twenty feature films and many more regional and national TV commercials. I 
thrive by finding technical solutions to creative problems and creative solutions to technical problems. I 
am always seeking new challenges and opportunities in the VFX industry and beyond. 
 

Work Experience 
 
August 2017 - Present: University of Colorado, Denver, CO 

Instructor 
Teaching and class curriculum development for computer graphics courses at UC 
Denver’s Digital Animation Center. 

January 2010 - February 2017: Zero VFX, Boston, MA 
Lead Compositor 

Delivered creatively and technically demanding shots for feature films and commercials. 
Provided guidance and mentorship to junior artists. 

Pipeline TD 
Planned and implemented various tools and infrastructure to facilitate communication 
and asset management between multiple departments. 
Managed color pipeline. 

April 2011 - 2012: FXPhd.com 
Nuke Instructor 

Planned and taught two intermediate Nuke courses. 
July 2010 - January 2011: Accomplice Edit, Boston, MA 

VFX Artist 
Delivered shots for various nationally televised commercials. 

August 2008 - August 2009: Brickyard Filmworks, Boston, MA 
CG Artist 

Modeled, shaded and lit 3D assets 
Rotoscope Artist 

Rotoscoped and delivered mattes 
 

Professional Organizations 
 
May 2015 - Present: Visual Effects Society 

Member in Good Standing 
 

Skills 
 
2D/3D Compositing 

Nuke, After Effects, Photoshop, Silhouette, Mocha, RV 
3D Graphics (Modeling, Shading/Texturing, Rendering) 

Maya, VRay, Arnold, Substance Painter 
Coding/Pipeline Development 

Python, C#, Shotgun/SGTK, FTrack, OCIO, Deadline 
 

Education 
 
Bachelor of Arts in Computer Graphics, Hampshire College, Amherst, MA 

Graduated May 2008 

http://www.therealjdb.com/
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Filmography 
 
“Geostorm” (2017) - Lead Compositor 

3D composite integration of a hologram screen. 
Maintained a script template for use by the compositing team. 
 

“Sandy Wexler” (2017) - Lead Compositor 
Complex keying, compositing and paint work. 

 
“Patriots Day” (2016) - Lead Compositor 

Photo-real integration of CG renders of Boylston St., Boston. 
 
“True Memoirs of an International Assassin” (2016) - Lead Compositor 

Creative combination of live action plates and B roll footage for two helicopter chase sequences. 
 
“The Magnificent Seven” (2016) - Lead Compositor 

3D compositing of a digital matte painting of a mountain vista. 
Created and maintained several tools for use by the compositing team. 

 
“The Do-Over” (2016) - Lead Compositor 

Photo-real integration of various CG renders. 
Complex keying, compositing and paint work. 
 

“The Ridiculous 6” (2015) - Lead Compositor 
Photo-real integration of rendered crowd-simulated ants. 
Complex keying, compositing and paint work. 

 
“Hardcore Henry” (2015) - Lead Compositor 

Photo-real integration of rendered explosion simulations into live action GoPro footage. 
Seamless stitching of multiple takes into a single continuous sequence. 

 
“Southpaw” (2015) - Lead Compositor 

3D composite integration of a stadium and crowd. 
Created and maintained several tools for use by the compositing team. 

 
“Paul Blart: Mall Cop 2” (2015) - Lead Compositor 

3D compositing of digital matte paintings. 
Photo-real integration of various CG renders. 

 
“Unfinished Business” (2015) - Lead Compositor 

Complex paint and retime work. 
 
“The Equalizer” (2014) - Compositor 

Photo-real integration of various CG renders. 
Complex keying and compositing work. 

 
“Sex Tape” (2014) - Compositor 

Photo-real integration of a CG dog. 
 
  



Filmography (Continued) 
 

“American Hustle” (2013) - Compositor 
Complex paint and compositing work. 

 
“The Way Way Back” (2013) - Compositor 

Complex paint and compositing work. 
 
“Here Comes the Boom” (2012) - Compositor 

3D composite integration of a stadium and crowd. 
Created and maintained several tools for use by the compositing team. 

 
“Project X” (2012) - Compositor 

Complex paint and compositing work. 
Photo-real integration of various CG renders. 

 
“Remember Your Death” (2011) - Compositor 

On-set supervision. 
Integration of multiple live action plates. 

 
“Zookeeper” (2011) - Rotoscope Artist/Compositor 

Complex paint and compositing work. 
Provided rendered mattes to compositors. 

 
“Surrogates” (2009) - CG Artist 

Modeled, shaded and lit various satellite dishes and other set-dressing elements for an aerial 
shot of downtown Boston. 
 

“The Proposal” (2009) - Rotoscope Artist 
Provided rendered mattes to compositors. 
Complex paint work. 

 
“The Incident at Tower 37” (2009) - Student Technical Director 

Created and maintained various pipeline standards and practices. 
Assisted in the production of technically challenging shots involving dynamic simulations, 
complex lighting and technology limitations. 


